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THE ELECTROMAGNETIC interfc;:ence 
(EMI) control engir.eer has the as
signment oi' directing other engioe.ers 
in redudng uiiJ containii1g the equip
ment's spurious electromagnetic en
ergy seneration and susceptibility 
characteristics. fo addition, he sub
jects the designcct zquiprnent to tests 
in accordance with EMI specifications 
to validate the design ·control· criteria. 

D4ring these phases, the EMI engi
ne¢r :pays little attention to the effect 
of electromagnetic,: __ energy ·-off= iiving 
matter. Though o.utomated equipment 
requires minimal operator control, man 
still functions in tho vicinity of this 
equipment. Thus, the equipment alters 
the electromagnetic field environment 
that is normally being provided by 
nature. 

The total effects on man by the 
electromagnetic environment have not 
been fully documented. However, in•• 
creasing amounts of data collected by 
o'th.er disciplines are appearing, pri
marily in medical and biological jour
nals. In a recent report on man's use 
of the electromagnetic spectrum titied 
"Spectrum Engineering - the Key to 
Progress," there is a section which 
considers the side effects of eiectro
magnetic energy. A paper by Rexford 
Daniels is based on this report; it is 
titled "Nature, the Interface in Elec
tronics" and was given at the I 968 
IEEE International Convention in 
New YNk. 

Thus, the EMI control engineer, in 
assessing the electromagn,;:tic environ
ment to which the electronic equip
ment will be subjected, must also con
sider the effect of the electromagnetic 
cnvlro~n1ent \ qn the operating per-
sonnel. · · · 

The new generation of EMI specifi
cations requii'es tests which subject 
equipment to electromagnetic radia
tion fields of up to 20 V / m field in
tensity. Performance of this type of 
test within a shielded area wiH sub
ject the test personnel to these fields. 
If the standing wave conditions within 
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the shielded area arc not effectively 
controlled during this type of test, 
eiectromagnetic energy may have ad-
r"•~rse. ,~:ffccts on the test personnel. 

Radiation and EMC 
With the present emphasis on safety, 

it is necessary for the EMI c0ntrol 
engineer to become familiar with the 
increasing knowledge about RF effects 
on humans and other living matter. 
With the wider use of the frequency 

· · spectrum and the higher radiating 
powers of communication and radar 
transmitters, the EMI control engineer 
will be required to add control of 
radiation.hazards to his normal activi
ties. 

The electromagnetic compatibility 
(EMC) engineers do not consider the 
compatibility of man with the electro
magnetic environment. 'I11c new elec
tromagnetic interference control spec
ifications, such as MIL-STD-461 and 
other special program-oriented EMI 
speclfications, require that equipment 
be exposed to field intensities of as 
high as 20 V / m. This figure includes 
the 6 dB safety margin as required 
by most system-level EMI specifica
tions. However, how often do EMl 
control engineers analyze and verify 
the electromagnetic environment in 
light of the h•Jman's susceptibility to 
electromagnetic radiation fields? 

We c:tn provide the necessary shield
ing materials and the appropriate in
terference reduction networks re·• 
quired to protect equipment from ex
tremely high field intensity levels. 
These may reach 50 kW for commu
nications transmitters, and 25 MW 

. peak power for radar transmitte,s. 
However, some military specifications 
cont!lin a radiation hanrd warning 
stipulating a limit of 10 mW/cm2 tc 
lin~it ·personnel hazard. 

Despite these w:irnings, I have not 
observed RF field intensity monitor
ing devices-or even warni,1g sign3--· 
being i:s-ed where personnel arc en
.gaged in adjusting high.-pmver .· t'rans-
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mitters, or performing radiation sus
ccptib!ity test8. Neither have I seen 
tbcrn i.n areas where powerful· trans-

services. Such monitors or signs shouid 
tc provided to warn of possible haz
ards from RF radiation. 

The lack of sufficient attention to 
human radiation effects by the EMI 
control engineer can possibly be ex
plained by a lack of understanding. 
This is due to the relatively few docu
ments available on the subject In part, 
this may br. due to the length of time 

. required to· observe the morP. subtle 
effects of RF radiation. For example, if 

. laboratory animals are used to obtain 
data on radiation effects, their growth 
durini the tests will alter their fre
quency of resonance. The lc~gth of 
time r.Ilowed for exposure to disc,~ete 
freq·uencies nnd the observ0tion of the 
resulting radiation effects is, at pres
ent, very limited. Thus, the observed 
effects of electromagnetic radiation on 
animals as a coroilary to the effects 
on humans are somewhat minimal. 

The Air Force Aerospace Medical 
Research Laboratories released a bib
liographical listing several years ago 
containing 129 references of responses 
to RF radiation for animals ,me! hu
mans. The m8jority of papers refer
enced in this document dealt only with 
responses of living matter to the mi
crowave region of the spectrum. Yet, 
the EMI control engineer has to be 
concerned with the responses of 
electronic and electrical equipment 
throughout th~ RF spectrum extending 
from de to 5 Fermi or 10~~ Hertz. Dis
crete magnetic and electric field en
ergy in the Vorticity Zone, and plane 
waves in the Fr::nmhofer Zone also 
need to be considered. 

Though research is continuing in 
• medical laboretciries and u;1iversities 

orrradiation effects. the dissemination 
of the· 'incrcasbg k~owledge is limiied 
primarily to· ·medic.;! journals. The 
IEEE Group on Electromagnetic Com
patibility has p11bl1shed only a few 
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